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ABOUT US
Sea Safari Cruises of Abu Dhabi
A unique cultural and touristic excursions meant
to enhance the tourism experience and add
value to the visitor/resident activity list in Abu
Dhabi, offering thrilling sea adventures
combined with a cultural exposure in one
program.
With our unique activities, we differentiate
ourselves by providing the best sea excursions,
that aims to entertain local and international
visitors of all age and gender.
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WHY US?
Experience the unforgettable
• Our Passion; We are passionate about
creating memorable experiences for our
customers.
• Our Background: Years of extensive marine
experience specialised in sea leisure activities
and entertainment.
• Our Diverse Programs: We provide leisure
expeditions to all of the hidden islands and
the best of Abu Dhabi waterscapes. From the
very moment that you step aboard one of our
boats, you will know that you made the right
decision by booking us.
• Our Pricing: Sea Safari offers you the best and
most competitive pricing packages in the
market.
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SEA TOURS

“Dance with the waves, move with the sea. Let
the rhythm of the water set your soul free.”
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SEA TOURS
Corniche cruise

Sunset Cruise

Island Hopping

A mesmerizing hourly cruise alongside the
fascinating waterscapes of Abu Dhabi
Corniche, with Lulu island on the opposite
side.

Unwind and relax on board while
experiencing the ultimate Abu Dhabi
sunset!
Passing by the Iconic Emirates palace and
Qasr ALWATAN, our 2 hours tour will
guarantee you a memorable experience.

Made of over 150 mini-islands, Abu Dhabi
has a lot to offer for island hoppers where
each island has a unique flavour from the
“Salt Island” to the “Bahrani Island”, an
amazing 4 hours experience is
a low hanging fruit!.

Duration: 2 hours

Duration: 4 hours

A must do tour for sea lovers.

Duration: 2 hours
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SEA TOURS
Island hopping with BBQ
bonfire!

Looking for the perfect Abu Dhabi city
escape, join us for an amazing island
hopping experience. Sea, sun, sand, island
hopping with bbq bonfire set up an
experience you don't want to miss!.

Duration: 6 hours

Customise your own trip!

Have a special plan?, Team building
activities?

Whether it’s a group gathering or family
outing, No worries, speak to one of our
dream makers and they will make
it come true.
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FISHING TRIPS

Dazzle your senses and experience
the ultimate of Abu Dhabi seaside!
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FISHING TRIPS
Combo trip
Fishing + Island hopping!

Explore Fishing

Deepsea Fishing

Take a break from the city and join us for an
introduction fishing trip around the coasts of
Abu Dhabi, suitable for families, beginners
and fun seekers.

Push your limits and book our daring deep
sea fishing experience, our experts who
have gathered the best fishing spots and
techniques are ready to take you to the next
level.

A 2 in 1 trip that starts with recreational
fishing activity and ends up on a whitesanded natural island surrounded by crystal
clear waters.
An amazing way to experience the Abu
Dhabi seaside from both angles!

Duration: 4 hours

Duration: 6 hours

Duration: 5 hours
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YACHT CHARTER

Unwind and relax on board while enjoying the amazing
Abu Dhabi seaside!
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YACHT CHARTER

A private yacht charter is unquestionably the best way to discover UAE in complete comfort
and privacy. Every charter is unique. From the wide range of luxury yacht portfolios to the
exquisite gourmet food served onboard, everything caters to your every desire.
Our veteran team runs to great lengths, just to provide you with the right itinerary and yacht,
assuring you the ultimate charter experience.
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THANK YOU!

Our working hours are from Sunday to Thursday from 09:00 to 18:00
Head office:
4th Street, Muroor Road
VLCC Building – Office 104
P O Box 6533, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Docking area:
Marina Al Bateen
Al Bateen Marina Resort
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